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In this article, we'll be sharing what exactly the Pearson Test of English is, the pattern of
PTE, scoring pattern along with modules in PTE. Pearson Language Tests (PLT) provides a
suite of English language tests designed to assess the English language usage of students who
are non-native speakers of English. Here is PTE Exam Overview Links - Academic Test
Guide, Format, Pattern, Fees.

PTE Exam Overview Links - Academic Test Guide,
Format, Pattern, Fees
The Pearson Tests of English include 1. Pearson Test of English "Academic" section which is something that you see in
academic professional settings.
2. Pearson Test of English "General"
3. Pearson Test of English "Young Learners" which are for children

Why PTE Academic? Why should you choose the Pearson Test of English?
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If you learn English to help with employment opportunities or admission into an English
speaking university, or simply to enjoy the culture and language of other countries, this test
can meet the different needs of all students. PTE Academic exam can be taken over 200
locations worldwide, 363 days of the year. Approved by the Australian Government for visa
applications and accepted by thousands of institutions in the UK, Australia, USA, Canada,
New Zealand, and Ireland, including Harvard, Yale and INSEAD.
You can enter at any stage that suits you, and rise through the series as you improve your
formal, informal and work-related English language skills.

Pattern of PTE Test Duration - In one secession for 3 hours you'll be taking an exam
Test Division - Speaking, Writing, Reading, Listening
Test Type - Computer-based
Grading Pattern - Computer graded
Test Results - Results in 5 business days only, so you don’t need to worry about waiting for
results
Results - Online Certification
Questions Pattern - Randomized

Who Accepts PTE Academic?
PTE Academic is accepted by the wide network of universities globally and for visa
purposes. Australia, USA, UK, Canada, India & New Zealand are some of the countries
which accept PTE Academic. List of all countries which accept PTE Academic.
The three-hour test session has three main parts: speaking and writing (together), listening
and reading.

PTE Exam Fee - The cost varies from country to country. Generally, the cost ranges from
$180 to $250.

PTE Sections Division
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PTE Academic Writing
1. Summarize written text
2. Essay
PTE Academic Speaking
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Personal Introduction
Read Aloud
Repeat sentence
Describe image
Re-tell lecture
Answer short question

PTE Academic Reading
1.
2.
3.
4.

Fill in the blanks
Multiple choice questions – single
Re-order paragraphs
Multiple choice questions – multiple

PTE Academic Listening
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Summarize spoken text
Multiple choice questions – single
Fill the blanks
Highlight the correct summary
Multiple choice questions – multiple
Select missing word
Highlight incorrect words
Write from dictation

PTE Questions And Timings 1. Speaking and Writing Section - In Speaking and Writing, you will have in between
77-93 minutes with multiple recordings approximately 40 questions.
2. Reading Section - you will have in between 32-41 minutes depending upon the questions
you received, 1 text per question and you have approximately 18 questions.
3. Listening Section - Now in the final section, there will be anywhere from 45-57 minutes.
There will be listening to 1 question and there are approximately 20 questions.
There are two scoring patterns in PTE Academic:
1. Correct or incorrect - Some question types are graded based on the correctness of
the response. If the response is correct, one will get complete grade else no credit will
be awarded. Example of this question type is multiple choice question (single option).
2. Partial Credit - According to partial credit, if the response is partially correct, partial
grade will be awarded. Read aloud is an example of this scoring type.
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Don’t hesitate to comment below if you have any questions related to PTE Exam
Overview Links - Academic Test Guide, Format, Pattern, Fees.
To stay updated, like our page “PTE EXAM PREPARATION” on Facebook.
Liked our Article, Share it:

